BalcaniHUB: Opportunità di cooperazione, settembre 2016

PROFILI DI COOPERAZIONE SLOVENIA
Clicca sul titolo per consultare il profilo completo.
PER INFORMAZIONI E ASSISTENZA, scrivi a balcani@agenziadisviluppo.net indicando
nell'oggetto dell'e-mail il codice identificativo (POD Reference) del profilo selezionato.
Offerte commerciali
1. Slovenian company producing metal cassettes and aluminium guides for sliding doors is looking for
distributors and...
2. Slovenian metal processing company producing fences, gates, stairs, carports and other metal
constructions is looking...
3. Looking for partners in injection moulding process
4. A Slovenian producer of sun protection systems is looking for distributors
5. Slovenian company engaged in sector of equipment for logistics, transport systems, paletisation and
robotisation is...
6. Slovenian manufacturer of educational products and soft play toys seeking a business partner to expand
sales in the...
7. Slovenian company, leading producer of kitchenware, tabletop moulding plastic products and organic
waste disposal...
8. A Slovenian company is looking for a commercial agency agreement for innovative, ecological and high
designed wood...
9. A Slovenian company specialized in interior design is looking for a partner to set up a mutual production
or...
10. Mobile applications in connection with variety of sensors
11. Innovative telecommunication closets of smaller dimensions
12. Looking for distributors for patented speed displays and fault current indicators for energy distribution
13. Slovenian manufacturing company of aluminium doors, windows, facades and other building elements is
looking for business...
14. Slovenian company designing and producing innovative recliner, made of solid wood for outdoor use, is
looking for...
15. Looking for commercial agreement of modular adrenaline parks in urban areas
16. The Slovenian company is offering acquisition agreement
17. Slovenian company is offering franchise and looking for distributors for therapeutic office chairs
18. Author of children picture book is looking for distribution agreement
19. Online sanitary ware sales platform
20. Looking for distributor in wood industry
21. Slovenian company specialised in production of snails and snail eggs caviare is looking for distributors
22. Distribution for pipeline repair clamp sought
23. Slovenian company producing organic medicinal mushrooms and medicinal mushroom food supplements
is looking for...
24. Slovenian company with an innovative technology for thermal treatment of wood offers subcontracting
25. Slovenian company specialized in aluminium casting and mechanical treatment is offering its services as
subcontractor
26. Electric folding bicycles for EU and USA market
27. A Slovenian company offers manufacturing, assembly and maintenance of high-quality PVC and
aluminium windows & doors
28. Slovenian metal processing company developing and producing outdoor LED lights and feeder pillars is
looking for...
29. Slovenian company offers services to German tour operators dealing with outbound tourism
30. Slovenian company that works with heat transfers and other printed labels is looking for reliable partners
31. Slovenian manufacturer of air and wet filter is looking for agents or distributors
32. Aluminium casting parts and assembling in automotive industry offered by a Slovenian company
33. A Slovenian company is offering machines and systems for recycling of waste EPS (expanded polystyrene)
34. Slovenian company is searching for an investor in the production of dynamic vacuum solar system
35. Slovenian family company producing high-quality interior door handles is looking for distributors
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36. Slovenian company seeks distributors and retailers for its innovative jar for home-made healthy food
production.
37. A Slovenian company engaged in manufacture of bearings, gears, gearing and driving elements is looking
for agents.
38. Design and construction of automation systems for forestry, food industry and water treatment systems
39. Slovenian company that markets and sells innovative toilet stool seeks distributors
40. Slovenian producer of metal racks for stores, offices, bars, restaurants, living rooms, garages and pantries
seeks...
41. Slovenian company developed an electro antifouling device to prevent the fouling of the marine algae
(seaweed) and is...
42. Customized online computer based training (CBT or e-learning) for aviation and highly complex technical
equipment or...
43. A Slovenian fresh and processed meat company looks for distributors
44. A Slovenian printing company offers high-quality printing and packaging solutions and products
45. Slovenian company specialised in representation and sale of agricultural mulch films is looking for trade
partners...
46. A Slovenian manufacturer of industrial coating for surface protection of metal, wood and plastic, offers its
products...
47. A Slovenian welding company produces a patented stand for crutches and walking sticks
48. Slovenian company specialized in disposable sterilized kits for pumping and storing breast milk is looking
for...
49. Slovenian company active in the field of assembly is looking for business cooperation in the form of
subcontracting
50. New automated service stations for fuel and methane providers offered through manufacturing agreement
and...
51. Slovenian consulting firm specialized in intellectual property seeks partners
52. Slovenian company which develops and produces intelligent industrial LED lighting is looking for agents or
distributors
53. Slovenian manufacturer of filament for 3D printing seeks distributors, commercial agents and 3D printing
filament...
54. Electro antifouling device to prevent the fouling of the marine algae (seaweed) – license agreement
offered
55. A simple non-toxic solution to control vole problem in the gardens – looking for distributors
56. License agreement sought for electric ride-case
57. Cloud-based service for monitoring and control of organization
58. A Slovenian producer of dust collection and filtration devices and systems is looking for distributors
59. A Slovenian SME manufactures panelling and strip flooring clips for easy fastening and offers a manufacture
or a...
60. Offering manufacturing agreement in the field of furniture production
61. Specialised Slovenian travel agency seeks foreign tour operators, bike clubs and travel agencies for the
promotion of...
62. Subcontracting agreement sought in the field of CNC machining
63. Slovene company active in the field of manual and automatic ultrasonic plastic welding is looking for
agent,...
64. Slovenian manufacturer of high pressure aluminium die casting products offers subcontracting
65. A Slovenian manufacturer of cold working of sheet metal is looking for partners for reciprocal production....
66. A Slovenian provider of innovative products and services in the field of electrical installations is looking for...
67. A Slovenian company which produces natural stone electrical radiators is searching for distributors.
68. Design and construction of high-tech Radio Frequency (RF) products and systems
69. Slovenian manufacturer of innovative, high quality skin care cosmetics containing up to 99% of active
natural...
70. Advanced High Density Interconnector printed circuit boards design and manufacture
71. Slovenian contract and research company specialised in regulatory and clinical trials services is offering its
services
72. Cloud based customer satisfaction measuring device with content management system (CMS) software
73. Microbial strain improvement and bioprocess development services
74. Slovenian manufacturing company specialized in high quality clothes of small series is looking for agent
or...
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75. RFID wood marking traceable device for marking trees and all kinds of wooden products
76. Slovenian LED HIGH-TECH SMART lightning manufacturer is looking for partners acting as trade
intermediaries...
77. A Slovenian company active in the field of electro installations is looking for business cooperation in the
form of...
78. Slovenian manufacturer of windows, skylights and sliding walls seeks distributors and commercial agents
79. Buckwheat and spelt flour, groats and grain, distribution sought
80. Custom-made engraved solid wood products, toys and furniture offered by a Slovenian carpenter
81. Social network workspace for reducing internal emails and enhancing team productivity
82. Production and sale of innovative rock wool insulation for fire, thermal and sound protection
83. A Slovenian SME producing rubber parts for industry is looking for a distributor or subcontracting agreement
84. Slovenian company which produces all kinds of springs offers their services.
85. A new 3D printer for fast and silent printing
86. Slovenian company specialised in production of heat pumps looks for business partners in distribution
87. Slovenian company offers installation and maintenance services in ventilation, air conditioning and
heating
Richieste commerciali
1. Looking for producer or distributor of Personal Protective Equipment
2. A Slovenian company specialized in distribution and retail of security, police, military and hunting
equipment, is...
3. Distribution of medical products, equipment and devices on the Slovenian market offered
Offerte tecnologiche
1. Protein degradation method for cleaning of textiles, surfaces, and equipment
2. Safe and efficient nitration of aromatic compounds
3. Use of glycosidases and glycosyltransferases for enhanced protein production
4. Small-sized electro-absorption modulator enabling improved optical communications inside electronic
devices
5. Development of superior varieties of wheat
6. Targeted anti-cancer drug delivery system
7. Respirometry instrument for measuring waste biodegradability and monitoring food fermentation
8. Cartographic data, flow data for traffic flow, GIS solutions and services
9. Advanced orthopedic and trauma navigation system
10. Improved operation of silicon photomultipliers in sensory systems
11. Detection of phoning while driving
12. A new approach to accounting with an artificial intelligence supported software
13. Unique touchless replaceable switches
14. Apparatus for simplifying and increasing accuracy of biogas composition measurements
15. Simple and accurate measurements of biochemical oxygen demand in environmental samples
16. A new medical planning software for trauma and orthopedic surgery planning
17. Cardiovascular implants with improved antithrombogenic properties
18. A method reducing friction of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and PVDF- based coatings by 70 %
19. Platform for next generation sequencing and microarray data analysis
20. A Camera for Accurate Real-Time Detection of Gamma Radiation Direction
21. Photoelectrocatalytic microreactor for wastewater treatment, gas treatment, determination of chemical
oxygen demand, or...
22. New catalyst for conversion of biomass into liquid fuel with high caloric value
23. Ethanol production from pentoses by yeasts possessing a modified phosphofructokinase
24. A Slovenian company is searching for financial partners for production and placement of firefighting
clothing to the...
25. Device for detecting in-situ micro-structure changes in metal materials
Richieste tecnologiche
1. Device for monitoring person’s movement and 3D position
2. Co-operation on personal diagnostic analyses for human and animal medicine
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